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FEEDBACK	
Emergency Series for Cancer Surgery  

Janet Stallo Landers, GATEWAY OUTREACH trainer, writes about use of the EMERGENCY 
SERIES for cancer surgery. 

L was diagnosed in December 1987 with testicle cancer, and the worst news was yet to come. 
Testicle cancer is one of the most curable carcinomas, if treated in the early stages, but it 
doubles in size every 24 days. L was in Stage III, with an inoperable 18cm mass that 
encompassed his kidneys, bladder, aorta, and vena cava. Surgery would kill him, we were told. 
Chemo was the only hope and, even with that, his chances of survival would be 30%. No 
patient from the last five years with a mass as large as L's was alive today, the doctor told us. 

I firmly believe that my experience with the Hemi-Sync technologies prepared me mentally and 
emotionally for what was to come. Three weeks after L's diagnosis we learned that I was 
pregnant—the last possible moment in time I could have conceived—and a new inspiration 
filled me. I dared to hope for L's recovery. He used meditation and visualization throughout four 
months of chemotherapy and, though I watched him lose his hair, lose weight, be violently ill 
from the side effects, I knew that I carried inside me a part of him that spoke of life. 

After four months, by which time he had received as much chemotherapy as could be given, 
the mass was half the original size—though still huge in terms of medical safety. His doctors 
advised surgery even though there was very high risk that his lungs were now too weakened 
by chemotherapy drugs to withstand anesthesia for a ten-hour operation. 

We started using the EMERGENCY SERIES days before the surgery, and consulted (and 
educated) the anesthesiologist about using the tapes during the operation. 

On the eve of the surgery, a very stormy night, I was filled with apprehension and anxiety, and 
used my Hemi-Sync tools to stay calm and focused. I slept fitfully, and dreamed that L and I 
were in a car, during a tornado. Searching for shelter, we found a cemetery, and approached a 
mausoleum. I knew this symbolized death. But before we entered the mausoleum the storm 
dissipated, and the sky turned into a brilliant blaze of stars. A feeling of complete security and 
peace filled me and I woke up, calm, serene, and confident, wanting to share this very 
profound experience with L. As he was wheeled into surgery, listening to his tapes, I knew it 
would be OK. 

The ten-hour operation took four hours. The surgeons were able to remove the tumor mass 
intact and no live cancer cells were found. 



Now, almost two years later, it seems like a very bad dream. Casey Lee was born, a beautiful, 
blond, blue-eyed baby doll. The business L began formulating from his hospital bed has 
become a two million dollar company. The doctors are amazed,and have written L's history in 
medical journals as a great example of survival against all odds. 

God bless Bob for his vision, and all of you at The Monroe Institute. 
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